
Our Prayer for you
May God's peace rest in your

home and may He fill your hearts

with His joy.

-Sean & Lanette Reed 

2020 PARENTING TIPS 

Be involved with your kid's assignments.

They need you now more than ever. From

learning how to log on properly to ensure

they complete their assignments. Because

things can move quickly, they need you to

help them adjust to updates and changes.

Giving them accountability lets them know

that you are their partner and that you are

in this together.

This season is an opportunity to develop

resistance in them. We don't know exactly

what we're preparing for, so we've got to

help our kids be resilient and ready to roll

with whatever happens. The first thing we

have to do is help them normalize, as

much as possible, this changing

environment and changing possibilities. If

kids know going in that they will have a

temperature check at the door and will be

required to wear a mask in the classroom,

they'll walk in feeling more confident and

Going back to school!
Consider the needs of your child. You

know your child best. Are they emotional,

can they handle the fullness of COVID,

and are they aware of what's going on?

Give them what they need based on their

needs and not what other people are

doing. If they are emotional, give them

time to release. Have discussion time,

provide them with room to breathe, and

release healthily.

Keep the communication going. When you

keep the communication lines open with

your child, it's easy to prepare your child

for the possibility that things may change

yet again. Walkthrough the very real

possibility that they may go to school for a

few weeks or months, and then the school

may return to remote learning from home.



Dinner time is sacred. Gathering your

family around dinner helps everyone

relax and take a breath. Dinner

around the table allows people to

share stories, frustrations, memories,

and lots of conversation. This is what

families need right now, and the

perfect set up is around dinner. 

Spend time with your children. Give

your children your full attention to

hear them and share what's on their

hearts. If you have to ability to spend

time with each one alone, do so.

Make sure you turn the Tv off and put

the phone down.

Researchers have consistently found

that families that engage in frequent

traditions report stronger connection

and unity than families that haven't

established traditions together.

Traditions create a bond that comes

from feeling that one is part of

something unique and special. Family

traditions and rituals are the

antidotes to the harried feeling from

our fast-paced and ever-changing

world. It's comforting to have a few

constants in your life.

Make Your House
a Home

Young kids learn a lot about how to

act by watching their parents. The

younger they are, the more cues they

take from you. Before you lash out in

front of your child, think about this: Is

that how you want your child to

behave when things are

unpredictable? Kids mimic what they

see. If they see you freaking out, they

will follow. Model the traits you wish

to see in your kids: respect,

friendliness, honesty, kindness, and

self-control. Exhibit unselfish

behavior. Do things for other people

without expecting a reward. Express

thanks and offer compliments. Above

all, treat your kids the way you expect

other people to treat you.

the new normal. We need to prepare our kids

emotionally for this.


